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2018  Ryann Bunting  5'8  W   Sky Diggs Elite  Westfield 
A high level shooter with a high shot pocket and quick release allowing her to get shots off in tight spaces. Able to 
attack closeouts and get to the basket or pull-up from the midrange. Has improved as a ball handler and has some 
ability to break defenders down off the dribble and create. 

 
2019  Ricki Harris   5'10  G   George Hill   North Central 
High level athlete with a natural feel for the game, makes the game look almost effortless at times. Has the ability to 
flip the switch defensively and can be a real playmaker on the defensive end. A threat from three but at her best 
beating her defender off the dribble. Versatile high level offensive skill set. Multiple D1 offers. 

 
2019 Bethany Mackin  5'8  G   Showcase   Martinsville 
Improved ball handling ability has really opened up her game and now allows her to play the 1-3 spot. Bethany Is able 
to create for herself and for her teammates. Plays with efficiency offensively, taking smart high percentage shots. She 
is a leader on the floor, keeping her team on the same page.  
 
2019  Emma Nolan   6'1  F   Always 100   Marquette Catholic 
Versatile forward who showed ability to cause trouble for opponents when setting ball screens due to her ability to 
roll or pop and convert either play. Range on her jumper out to the 3 point line allows her to stretch the D. Showed a 
variety of moves in the post to create shots. Stays active and involved on the defensive end. Multiple D1 offers. 

 
2020  Juliana Kemper  5'8  G   Cincinnati Swish  Lawrenceburg  
High end athleticism makes her a nightmare in transition where she continually finds a way to get to the basket. 
Creates easy looks for teammates because of her skill as a finisher. A physical defender who is quick enough to give 
smaller guards a headache.  

 
2020 Ra'Shaya Kyle   6'5  C   Always 100   Marion 
Can be an absolute monster on the defensive end, a high level shot blocker and rebounder. Strong and physical on 
the interior, uses her combination of size and athleticism to her advantage. A high level finisher around the basket. 
Flashed some ability to put the ball on the floor and set up teammates on occasion. Played more consistent and with 
higher energy throughout the week. 



 

 
 

 

2021 Gigi Eldredge   6'0  F   Sky Diggs Elite  Westfield 
Continues to improve range on her jumper and is starting to establish herself as someone defenses need to account 
for on the perimeter. Fights hard for position in the paint on both ends of the floor. Tracks down rebounds outside of 
her area. Already has a nice set of moves to create shots on the interior. Finishes well around the basket.  

 
2021 Chloe McKnight  5'7  G   Team Indiana   Bedford North Lawrence 
Smooth stroke on her jumper, already a good shooter from the midrange and deep but becoming more and more consistent. A 
strong defender both on and off the ball, rebounds outside of her area. A threat attacking poor closeouts and getting to the rim 
where she flashes some nice creativity as a finisher.  

 
2021  Ryin Ott   5'10  W   Always 100   LaPorte 
Already showing she can be a tough match-up. Ability to hit from 3 combined with her athleticism allows her to take 
slower forwards and beat them on the perimeter while she already shows comfort in posting up smaller guards. 
Hustles and makes the little plays that add up. As she continues to develop her ball handling ability it will allow her to 
be a more consistent threat from the perimeter making her even more of a mismatch problem 

 
2021  Zakia Rasheed  5'7  G   Best Choice   Avon 
Strong and athletic guard who has the ability to score at all three levels. An active defender who anticipates on and 
off the ball allowing her to rack up deflections. A willing distributor who creates for her teammates.  
 

 



 

 

2021  Karley Sweeney  5'5  G   Flight South   Salem 
Showed a knack for getting into the paint. Physical defender on the perimeter. Starting to show signs of being able to 
finish in traffic. Always looking to attack but plays within the offense and doesn't force scoring opportunities.  
 

2021  Ari Wiggins   5'8  PG   Midwest Finest  Heritage Christian 
Elite level athlete who doesn't just kick it into high gear but manipulates the game with change of speed and 
misdirection. Has the ability to get in the paint at will and finds open teammates. Electric in the transition game and 
attacking the rim. Plays with energy on D. Multiple D offers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


